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President Circles Globe To Meet with Educators

President Douglas M. Knight is one of three Americans chosen to attend a South-East Asia Treaty Organization conference for Heads of Universities in Karachi, Pakistan, from January 25 to February 1. He will leave Appleton on January 23 and return the second week in February, after brief stops at Delhi, Hong Kong and Tokyo.

Other United States representatives are former President William E. Stevenson of Oberlin College, who will be the Chairman of the Middle East Committee, and Dr. Steven D. Dreyfus, dean of the education division, Maimonides Institute, to attend the Conference in Karachi.

The purpose of the conference, which will be attended by vice presidents, rectors, or presidents of universities, is to consider problems affecting universities in South-East Asia. Host for the conference is the University of Karachi.

The opening session will consist of a plenary academic program.

One-Act Plays To Be Presented

The first set of one-act plays to be presented this year will open the Wednesday in Stansbury Theater, beginning at 8:00 p.m.

The first of the two plays to be presented is "The Club," by Lewis Beach. "The Club," which will be directed by Daril Rues, is a satirical drama of greed about three men who suddenly and violently by the Communist infiltration is to be presented this year will be directed by Daril Rues, is a satirical drama of greed about three men who recently announced its 1960 College Fellowship and its College ARTS PROGRAM.

The Associated Colleges of the Midwest, of which Lawrence is a member, sponsors the program jointly with the Argonne National Laboratories. The program provides for outstanding students who are science majors in their junior or senior years and who have an opportunity to join with Argonne scientists in research in one of the nation's three major centers of nuclear study.
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Ten Years of Varied Exhibits Now Completed in Worcester Art Center

By ANNE SHAFER

A mere two years ago the Lawrence College Art Department moved into its brand new, custom tailored quarters in the newly constructed art center. The new building was financed by a $260,000 donation from Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Wherry. Recognized as the first of its kind in the Midwest, the center includes a large, air conditioned art gallery, designed furnishings, glassed-in artist's work rooms, and a spacious display area hung with watercolors, was at an exciting place.

In the last ten years this gallery has been taken by close appraisal by the people of the city and region and many-faceted metal constructions and paintings

REGIONAL ARTISTS

The display calendar has consistently contained a wealth of local and regional art. Every two years a survey show has been held and this year the tenth annual "Survey Art of Wisconsin" show will be held. The 1958 exhibit was held in the art center's first decade. The sculptors and painters. The survey shows have been especially interesting in that they have given the students an opportunity to hang their work with other professionals. The display of Wisconsin and Michigan Water Color Society traveling shows has been regular. The best of the past one-man shows has been the "Meet the Artist" series, which has included such notable artists as Charles H. Wherry, Charles H. Steffel, Jr., and Charles H. Wherry, Jr.

The display calendar has also contained from time to time shows of the student art of Lawrence College and its predecessor institutions. The student show which climaxed the art center's first decade, many of these going on to graduate study, was one of the most exciting of the annuals. The department chairman, most of the faculty person to round out course during its four years at Lawrence Art Center. The teachers and students at the Worcester Art Center have not ceased much attention to the coming and going of the building's tenth birthday. For perhaps they have celebrated in the most appropriate fashion by doing something that they spend there with the pursuit of art.

Remember Our Special DELIVERY SERVICE
Pizza Deliveries every Half Hour from 4:00 p.m. to 12:00 Midnight.

SAMY'S PIZZA PALACE
211 N. Appleton St. Call 4-3922

Marine Corps Plans Senior Interviews

LAWRENCE, Wis.--Senior interviews of students who have served in the Marine Flight Instrument Program will be held on February 21 and 22. A second group of students will be interviewed February 28 and March 1.

Captain A. A. LaPorte, USMC, will be in charge of the visit. An infantry officer, LaPorte has been a Flight Instrument Program officer since 1955.

Captain A. A. LaPorte is a graduate of the University of State. Prior to the Chicago assignment, he taught at the University of New Hampshire, and in the process began to work with brushes and T-squares and other artistic tools. His seminar on "Problems in Art," for example, was initiated twelve members on January 6, 1961.

Tara Tweed

By LOOMTODGS

Blouse $6.98
Slacks $9.98

Sunset Initiates Twelve Members

Anita, a drama organization, initiated twelve members on Friday, December 19. They include the Leadership Model, a raincoat display, and a strengthening of the connection with Lawrence College.

TV - Radio - Hi-Fi REPAIR
Sue's TV & Radio
306 E. College

SPORTswear - Prange's Second Floor

Five Men Solo

Five new names have recently been added to the list of Lawrence seniors who have earned a commission in the Marine Flight Instrument Program. Don Patterson, Joe Lascar, John Black, Will Marsh, and Gary Larson have completed the ten hours' flying time prerequisite to a pilot's certificate and are ready now for cross-country navigation and advanced flying techniques.

FLOVERS

CHARLES the FLORIST
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Conway Hotel Building
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Hitting the books... looking for something comfortable for Monday night meetings... playing bridge at the Union... or out for an afternoon of casual fun. Look sharp, be comfortable in this dyed to match blouse and slacks set by Loomtogs. Of light-weight "Tara Tweed," the year-round fabric that sheds wrinkles, stays fresh. In transparent, lilac, and sea green. Sizes 10 to 18.
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Vikes Win 3 Home Games; Meet Olies, Carls, Next

It was certainly true that Lawrence would have one of the most successful basketball seasons in years. Three victories in four starts over the holidays boosted the Vikes record to five victories and three defeats. The victory squad won a thrilling 79 to 74 victory over Carroll, and swept both their games in the first Lawrence Holiday Festival, beating Lake Forest and Elmhurst. The Vikes led the tables at the hands of Beloit 69 to 39. The Vikes return to Midwest Conference play tonight against a good Lake Forest team 70-60, and then rally in the second half of play. Lawrence held on to the lead throughout the first five minutes, but the Bucs gradually increased their lead to an 8-6 lead with two minutes remaining. Led by five points, shot by Jim Hackworthy, Lawrence missed the shot and gave up a 10-8 lead to the Bucs. They never trailed after that. Lawrence raced to a 39-31 half time lead. The Vikes finished strong in the second half and took a 29-28 half time lead. The Vikes finished strong in the second half and took a 29-28 lead into the half. In the second half, the Vikes held on to a 22-22 tie. The game saw the Vikes' balanced offense. From that point they coasted to the 1959-60 victory.

Carolyn Cornell
To Be Heard
In Final Recital

Carolyn Rosenbaum Cornell, a senior music student at the Lawrence Conservatory of Music, will graduate at mid-year, and will be heard in her final college recital at 8:30 p.m., Monday in Harper Hall. Miss Cornell is majoring in voice under the tutelage of Sister Virginia. Accompainment will be Philip Kerisher, while a viola obligato is provided by Sister Sidrid. The Program

1. Air — Mozart
2. O Vertù — Monteverdi
3. On Mighty Pens — Handel
4. From the Creation — Haydn
5. Verdi Requiem — Don Giovanni
6. Al dems Wasser — Schubert
7. Mendelssohn — Schumann
8. Two Hebrew Melodies — Ravel
9. Kaddisch (Hebrew) — Kodaly
10. The Eternal Euphonia — Yiddish

The exciting action above took place at a recent tennis match. Parents Coming...? The CONWAY, Of Course

--- SUPPORT THE LAWRENTEAN ADVERTISERS ---
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Cornell, Lake Forest, Elmhurst Fall

Swimmers Go To LaCrosse

This Saturday, January 7, the Vikes white team travels to LaCrosse for a meet with LaCrosse State Teachers College. They have a strong team with much of last year's strength returning, one of their standouts is sophomore Mike Rose, high school state champion breast stroke. This meet is Lawrence's second on the schedule this year. The meet will be in the LaCrosse church gymnasium. The meet is expected to be a strong one, with the emphasis on swimming.
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There is No DOUBT About It!

If you are looking for... MEDICINALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS and PROMPT, COURTESY SERVICE... The only place to go is

BELLING
Prescription Pharmacy
"The Pharmacy Nearest to Campus"
204 E College Avenue
Appleton, Win

--- SUPPORT THE LAWRENTEAN ADVERTISERS ---

Parents Coming...? The CONWAY, Of Course

--- PHONE 4-3811 for RESERVATIONS ---

--- VALLEY RADD DISTRIBUTORS ---

--- CALL 545-6248 ---
from the editors' desk . . .

Time for Re-examination

A stir that is being felt all over the nation has sent out ripples that have been felt at Lawrence College. Many student and several faculty members have voiced their concern and dismay at the film, "Operation Abolition," which they believe distorts the picture of the recent student movement in several ways. The film has caused protest and indignation by clear-headed students, teachers and other citizens in many areas of the nation where it has been shown.

"Operation Abolition," which treats the demonstration by college students in San Francisco against hearings of the House Un-American Activities Committee, purports to show the influence of Communists in organizing youth to participate in the movement. Students, teachers and other citizens have criticized it for its distortion of facts and omission of facts. An excellent editorial, "Forgery by Film," by clear-headed students, teachers and other citizens has been run together . . . to give the impression of mob action, which is wholly unjustified. It cannot be asserted, of course, that no student or teacher did not participate in the movement. The story of the movement has been told by the Lawrentian, and the film shows students displaying defiance after the police had dispersed the crowd. . . .

Two basic claims of the film are distortions. One is that the students were riotous and attacked police. Paul Jacobs, a well known and respected lawyer, has been critical of the film's conduct; and they were led by students who were in on the original plan. The second distortion purports to show that the students were.ModelSerializer